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Juniors Plan
Big Program
For Class Day

Annex Close
Will Make
Fewer Rooms

Assembly, Prom
Are Principcil Events

Play Safe,Get Bid
In Early For Fall

BY BOB SLOSSER

DUI
!BUCKLES -

ni

Be MI'LLAPD NV
i
I

Arrangements are now under
way for setting aside Friday, Apr.
22. as Junior Day. Junior Class
President Jim McBrady has announced that on this day, a class
assembly will start the program,
which will be climaxed by the
Junior Prom.

Want a dormitory room
semester?
Ii you do. you'd better get
yintr bid in early, for with the
closing of the Brunswick Annex,
there's every indication that the
housing situation on this campus
going to he tight next :.ear.

fere's how to play it safe:
) Make your room requ,..-st beThis will be the first time since 1941
ire April 30.
that a day for juniors has been ob2 Make a deposit before j..me 4.
served.
Dormitories
Assembly Plans
1)111111. Hannibal .1-Lmlin,
The assembly will begin at 8:45, in
)zik Halis, North Dorniit4,
:i•:-. and
the Memorial Gym, and will feature
New Dormitory 4'3
NEM' STAFF TAKES OVER—Larry Pinkham, seated, new editor-in-chief of the Cumpus. is shown discussbe
various types of entertainment.
ing plans xyith his associates. Left to right are Woody Bigelow, John Murphy, Pinkham, Marilyn
'1,01 to !louse men studems.
Slo,str, and Don King. Not present were Marilyn Hoyt and John Conners.
In an effort to produce a program
11;:ientine, Colvin. Ea:-,t,
Estudifferent from regular assemblies, the
wooke Halls. and the Lin s
be
junior class officers have engaged Preslsed
for
tvtr
nen
students.
•
•
R1)om
ident Hauck, Rome Rankin, and Da\
st cards are 1.0A
11-lpson
the
Nelson as principal speakers.
! able front house proctors.
off-crurryus
stud.
atcase
of
t
the
While President Hauck is expected
ree. Cingards lutist
Housing
to furnish another of his enlightening
\IN Ot'
Off,cHou.s
April
turned
to
the
and entertaining addresses, Rankin and
Lawrence D. Pinkham, a history
Pinkham has been on the sta ff of
30. 1949. Present dormitory ,.cc7)ants
Nelson willl be speaking before the and government major, and
"Careless disposal of wornout fluo- will return their cards to their 'louse
John the Campus for over a year. acting as
students for the first time.
' Stimson. a business administration ma- political reporter, assistant to the ! rescent tubes may result in serious director or prf wtor. All other stuSenior Skull Capping
the
jor, have been named as editor and make-up editor, and staff writer. In injury and possibly death," Francis dents may return their cards
The assembly will also feature
S. NIcGuire, director of Plant and Housing Office.
speech by Class President Jim Mc- business manager respectively of the addition, he was managing editor of Fatilities. warns University students.
Pe!!
(Conti:!acyl
Campus.
Brady, a group of college songs, the
the Maine Annex two years ago. is a , Injury may result from several
announcement and capping of next
They were elected by the Student member of the publicity committees of ' things, he states. First is the danger
year's Senior Skulls by Don Spitler, a Publications Board at its meeting last the Maine Masque Theatre and Maine of being cut by glass splinters if the
skit under the direction of Artie Thursday. Nominations of both men Day, and was employed for a time by tube is broken; second is the extreme
t
Tsomides, and a jazz combo composed were presented to the board by the the Panyor Daily Commercial as cor- toxicity 10f the phosphar and beryllium
of junior class members: Charlie El- C.anifirs staff.
respondent.
powder used to line the interior of the
!is. Ott Knowles, Neal Martin, Villie
Stimson has been acting as assistant lamp. Another danger is the possible
I Bradford Washburn of Boston, diKennison, Ed Stoddard, and Bob
business manager of the Campus for th rdease
mecury vapor, also a toxic
- rector of the Boston Museum of SciSlosser.
past year, and previous to that worked lateria
ence. will lecture at 8 p.m. tonight in
on the business staff.
This special assembly will be Opel'
(-anthill is also required in the the Little Theatre, on the "Commest of
Pinkham and Stimson replace Bill dis1,4-sal of the tubes. They should
to all students, but only juniors wi:!
Mt. McKinley."
receive authorized excuses from class
Brennan and Will Nisbet as editor nevur be burned in incinerators. They
Internationlly known as an explorer,
to attend the affair.
should be kit in trash cans in such a Washburn is best known as an author1 and business manager.
Eight pre-medical students in the
New appointments on the editorial manner that they will not be broken. ity on Alaska. where he has made 17
At 9 o'clock in the evening, the JunCollege
of Arts and Sciences have staff made by Pinkham include:
ior Prom, featuring the music of Sam
If any injury results from handling expeditions, six of which were for the
Donahue and his band, will begin. Com- been accepted for admission to medical Woody Bigelow, managing editor; the tubes immediate medical atten- War Department during the last year.
mittee chairman Dick Spencer has an- schools next fall, Dean Joseph M. Marilyn Wyman. associate editor: lion should he sought. Mr. McGuire
1Vashburn. who was the first ;erson
Don King. city editor; Bob Slosser and advises.
nounced that tickets are now on sale Murray has announced.
to climb Mt. McKinley twice, graduThe students and the schools are as Dick Sprague, make-up editors: Mari- . All janitors and others concerned
in the lobby of the library. The tickated from Harvard in 1933. He was an
ets, which have been reserved for follows: Carl H. Brennan, Jr., Cornell lyn Hoyt, society editr,r : :.ml John have been advised of the dangers of the instructor there from 1935-42. and has
juniors throughout this week, are now Medical School; Robert H. Eddy, Murphy. sports editor.
tlotioresceot lamps. he reports.
served as director of the Baste:' MuColumbia Medical School; Charles R.
open to all students.
seum of Science since 1939.
Preble, Washington University MediHe led "Qperation White Tower."
cal School; Albert P. Cox, Charles L.
a scientific expedition to McKinley, in
crowley, Jr., 1'alter C. Murray, Wil1947, and recorded the trip in colored
Iiam A. Starbird, Warm! St. Amand,
movies and slides, which he uses ex['lifts Medical School.
tensively in his lectures.
Any member of the present sophoGeology students at Bates. Bowdoin,
Aviation lost one of its noteorthy
(.pt.
lator General) Orvil and Colby have been invited to the lecmore class interested in being editor
pioneers, and the University 1,1 Maine Anderson. They we're in the air for ture
or business manager of the 1951 Prism
a
distinguished alumnus, in the recent eight hours and thirteen minutes. Clem
should leave his name with one of the
death
of I.t. Col. Albert NVilliam H. 11. .\rut dd. wartime commander
sophomore class officers before April
of the Army Nir Forces, said that
Prot. Herschel L. Bricker, director Stevens, o3.
22. Applications should be in writing.
Colonel Stevens' flight provided farthe
of
Maine
Masque
Theatre,
One
of
the
has
anworld's
greatest
balloonofficers
are:
RusSophomore class
reaching information which has sin, .
sell E. Meade, Sigma Chi; Patricia nounced that because of unforeseen ists. Col. Stevens was born in Belfast.
aided
the field of aviation.
difficulties
the
Masque
will
produce
He
received
a
U.S.
from
Maine
in
Simmons. Balentine: Mary Marsden.
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra.
"John
Loves
Nlary,"
instead
of
"The
1907
and
later
added
an
M.S..
a
His
highest achievements in the under the direction of Professor AdelColvin: and James Elliot. Dunn Hall.
Impiwtance of Being Earnest," as D.Eng.. and a D.Sc. from this institu- field of aerial photography were the bert Wells Sprague. will
give a concert
previously announced.
tion. For many years his portrait air maps of the upper Amazon (1930).
MOC Elects New Officers A light, modern-day comedy of a hung in the main lobby of the old the first photograph showing the lat- at a University Assembly next Tuesday. April 19, at 9:45 a.m, in the Meeral curvature of the earth 09321. morial Gymnasium.
New officers of the Maine Outing soldier who returns from overseas to library.
Col. Stevens set the world record and in the same year. the first photo
Club are: president, Richard Fairfield; his fiance, bringing a wife with him,
The concert. which has become a
vice president. John H. Stimpson: has been a hit %vial summer theatre- for lighter-than-air flight when he of the moon's shadow on the earth regular feature of the University Asreached the height of 72.395 feet 13.7 during an eclipse of the sun.
treasurer, Robert Beyettherg: secre- goers during the past season.
sembly program, will consist of classithe
play
Tryouts
for
were
miles)
in a flight Nov. 11. 1935. from
held this
bath
CBMC ill California after a cal. semi-classical, and popular ortary, Flora Maddocks ; and historian,
City, SI. Dakota. accoim ;flied long illness.
Edith Curtis.
Rat
chestral music.
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Alumnus Stevens' Death Marks
Passing Of Aviation Pioneer

Applications Due
For 1951 Prism Heads

Masque Announces
Change In Schedule

Students To Hear
Bangor Symphony
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Fellows Cites
Senate Recommends Accident-Health Insurance Maine's ROTC
Trend Towards For Students; Winter Carnival Plans Discussed
Receives Rating
Centralization
Of "Superior"
"There is dangerous trend toward
centralized power in this country
today," Representative Frank Fellows
told members of the Politics Club at
a meeting in the Little Theatre this
week.
Fellows declared that there "is no
better reason for having a government
than to keep man free," adding that the
country will last as it is only as long
as men in high places believe in
limited power of government.
"Once the power is in the hands of
the government," Fellows said, "it is
very hard for local governments to
regain it."
Pointing to various instances of the
failure of government restrictions
down through history, Fellows concluded that the "United States policy
in 1933 was a philosophy of destruction."

By MARILYN Vs YMAN
At a regular meeting of the General
Senate Tuesday evening motions concerning insurance, editorship of the
Prism, and the winter carnival were
considered.
It was voted by the members of the
Senate that the committee, which had
gathered information on insurance
policies available for student protection, carry recommendations for a
low-premium accident-health insurance to the proper administration
group. The Senate indicated that the
policies should be available for 194950 and would be voluntary.
A motion was carried to insert the
following revisions in the proposed
class constitution:
Articles concerning the Prism:
Section 1—The publishing of the
Prism shall be the responsibility of a
class in the Junior year.
Section 2—The executive committee
of a class at its April meeting of the

freshman year shall accept and approve
applications of class members who
wish to become Sophomore Apprentice Editors (recommended number—
three).
Section 3—At the April meeting of
the Sophomore year the executive
committee of the class shall submit
the names of deserving Apprentice
Editors, or other worthy candidates,
to the Student Publications Board.
This board shall make the selection
of the yearbook editor and business
manager.
Copies of the recommended budget
for 1949-50 were given to the members and discussion was held on the
cutting of several items. It was voted
to table work on this budget until
reports from other committees were
available. A motion to provide a
fund available to Bowdoin plan students for emergencies resulted in a
decision to investigate further how
other schools have taken care of this

matter. Dorothy Ansell was delegated
to take up the possibility of such a fund
becoming part of the Good Will Chest.
John Stimpson was present at the
meeting to read the recommendations
of the committee appointed to investigate winter carnival management.
These recommendations include the
establishment of a carnival committee.
the establishing of a weekend holiday,
plans for an intercollegiate ski-meet,
installation of new ski equipment
and admission and spectator fees for
this event.
A letter from the Committee on Administration was read showing the disapproval of that group on a proposal
to exempt Deans' list students from
the 24 hour cut ruling.
The members of the General Senate
will meet jointly with the Women's
Student Government representatives
and the Men's Senate in 15 Coburn
Hall next Tuesday.

Maine's Military Department has
been awarded a 'certicate of proficiency" by the Department of the Army
for "conduct and work of the University's ROTC unit for the past
year."
The award was presented to President Arthur A. Hauck by Col. Francis
R. Fuller, professor of military science
and tactics, and head of the ROTC.
Similar awards are being presented
this year for the first time to units
that rated "satisfactory or above" at
the last annual inspection.
Maine's ROTC unit received a
"superior" rating, which is the highest
rating given.

A-C Interviews EE Men
Representatives of Allis-Chalmers
Co. will be on the campus today and
Friday to interview senior electrical
and mechanical engineering students
interested in joining their firm's graduate training course.
C. M. Rawles and M. C. Rohm, industrial relations representatives, will
discuss the 18-month training program
at the office of Philip J. Brockway,
placement director.
a
K.

"I like Chesterfield's
MILDER, better taste.
It's MY cigarette."
STARRING IN

•

E. TWITCHELL
SERVICE

Photomatie Work of All
Kinds
24 hour service
97 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR
Tel. 5345

STOPS
ON DIME

-

"FLAMINGO ROAD"
A MICHAEL CURTiZ PRODUCTION
RELEASED BY WARNER BROS.

MILDER .. •
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satisfying. That's
and really
cigarette."
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that's
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This smart motorist wants his
car's brakes to respond instantly.
So he comes to us regularly for
cur special brake check-up. He
Loows we do a reliable job on
th;s all-important part of car
performance. For real "life insurance." let us adjust your car's
hydraulic brakes—soon! While
you're waiting for your new
Chrysler or Plymouth,we'll keep
your old car in tip-top shape.
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Plans Nearing
Completion For
Mayoralty Race

Summer Session
Plans Complete
For This Year

BY MILLARD )VIIITAKER

Dean Mark R. Shibles, director of
A golden opportunity is about to
the University Summer Session, has
knock, presenting a chance for some
announced that a total of 115 courses
Maine student to gain fame and preswill be offered during the six-week
tige.
period this summer.
For several weeks the Maine
In addition there will be eight speDay Mayoralty committee, under the
cial three-week courses, covering
directon of Joe Murray, has been
workshops in elementary, secondary,
busily engaged working out details for
and music education, and educational
a big campaign for the position of
conferences and short courses on public
campus mayor.
library work, driver education and
In a little less than a month now,
training, work of school secretaries,
May 11 to be exact, His Honor The
and international relations.
Mayor Richard Huff will be forced
A new 60-page booklet giving comto relinquish his enviable position. (Ed.
plete details about the session may be
Note—To prevent the possibility of
obtained by any interested student by
political machines or a dictator gaining
contacting Dean Shibles in South
undue power on the Maine Campus the
Stevens.
mayor will be elected for a period of
Registration for the Summer Sesservice not to exceed one year. The
sion, which will be conducted from
incumbent will not be allowed to
July 6 to Aug. 12, will take place on
succeed himself to the office.)
Tuesday, July 5, in the Memorial
In the meantime, a new mayor must
Gymnasium.
be elected and prepared to assume the
Arrangements have been made for a
many responsibilities that just naturalfaculty
of 101 for the session, includly go with such an important position.
ing
40
resident,
53 visiting, and eight
But before this imortant event occurs,
affiliated
members.
there's a red-hot political campaign to
Shown above sprinkling the final batch of adjectives into the script of the next Maine Mast
production are
Guiseppe Gull III, P. Stanley Catir, J. Waldo Ballou, J. Hamilton Firrnin. and an unidentified
be waged. As one interested observer
representative
of
American
Airlines.
Secrecy
still
surrounds
this
stupendous
Maine Day production, to be held May 11. The
remarked, 'there's lots of strings
Hart has refused to divulge either the title or the theme of its presentation, hut promised
that it would be of
around here that need pulling."
interest to all. "It will be of interest to all," a committee spokesman said recently.
"We realize," Murray said in an
interview last night, "that this is an
Margaret Mollison, University junimportant undertaking, and there are
Alumnus
In
ior,
is attending the national forensic
many minor difficulties to be straightconvention
sponsored by Pi Kappa
ened out before the campaign really
Roger L. Colbert, a University stu Delta, honorary speech fraternity, in
gets underway. For that reason my
dolt from 1934 to 1936, is among the
Peoria, Illinois.
committee is anxious that all the
273
students enrolled this semester in
Fifteen Neater colors and oil paint- Island School of Design. lie also
Miss Mollison, who left Orono Satcandidates who intend to do battle for
the '-ring class of the American Insti- urday, is expected
to return tomorrow.
this position delay no longer in making ings of Maine scenes by Francis spent one summer studying under Jerry
tut,
: for Foreign Trade at ThunderHamabe, well known Japanese-AmeriMiss Mollic.on will accept the chartheir position known."
Farnsworth, noted New England artist. 1,ir1 Field. Arizona, Ruth P.
Miller. ter for the new Beta chapter of Pi
Murray continued. "We have can Fainter whose work has appeared
Professor Hartgen, xvho has known Rtg-i,.trar “f the Institute. atmotmces. Kappa Delta
in
the
NCT:'
Yorker,
Philadelphia
Inmapped out rules which we kelieve
..1.
.1.4.~4,1,0
xvill allow a campaign of interest and quirer, and other leading publications, Hamabe for a long time, says he is an 1..............."1.0.4.4....
NP.0,1*
•
.INI
,
•••••••••••••••4•••••••••••••••••••••••••••,•••41.••••••,.....0,,,iy,....e.....",,,,,,,v
.•Ney,,,,,MI.-.W,
4ne.../W-•••••••••••••••••••••
fun not only for the candidates and are now on exhibition at the Universi- aintirer or the "fresh technique and
VOUD
LATEST OUTSTANDING SUIIIEEN HITS
managers, but to the student body in ty's main gallery, Carnegie Hall. The cri,p approach which Hamabe uses in
paintings.'
arranged
by
Director
of the his impressions."
general. Despite the fact that the
The Maine art procampaign is short, we are aware that Art Department Professor Vincent A. fessor says there are few
young paintthere's a great deal of hard work in Hartgen, will remain on display until ers who have "mastered
their thinking
April
23.
conducting a strenuous campaign; but
as well as has Hamabe ...He is con- •-•••••••
•••+.4
,
4`..•
we feel that the fun and popularity
Hamabe, born in Orange, N. J., of sistent and sparkling in his
approach
gained by the candidates as they try Japanese and Swedish parents, now to each problem, no
matter how varied
to outdo each other with madcap lives in Rockport where he has a the subject."
capers and stunts more than offset studio, teaches classes, and paints "to
the work involved. And, Murray con- his heart's content."
‘Nc.or:
Balentine Hall is named after Elizatinued, to the victor belongs the spoils
He studied fine arts in the Newark beth Abbott Balentine secretary and
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
°BONO
—if Mayor Huff has left any— School of Fine Arts and at the Rhode registrar of the University.
1894-1913.
15,
14,
April
16
and if he hasn't, we'll just have to
Wed. & Thurs.. Apr. 13-14
"ACT OF VIOLENCE"
shop around and create some new
"UNKNOWN ISLAND"
Robert
Ryan
Heflin.
\
•
ones."
Gray. Barton MacLane
Virginia
Sun. through Sat.
Plus
This year again, the candidates will
April 17 through April 23
"DISASTER"
be allowed the Memorial Gym for a
"A CONNECTICUT
Richard Denning, Trudy
rally complete with speeches and all
YANKEE"
Marshall
the rest of the fanfare that goes with
6:30-7:56
Ring Crosby, Rhonda Fleming
a giant political campaign.
Fri. & Sat.. Apr. 15-16
Before issuing the final rules and
•'THREE GODFATHERS"
regulations for the campaign, Murray
(Technicolor)
hopes that many interested candidates
John Wayne. Pedro
II NG 9.!1
and managers will meet with the comArmendariz
Also Cartoons
Thurs. & Fri., Apr. 14 & 15
mittee for a discussion of the proposed
Sat. Matinee 2:30-6:30—S:26
"SLIGHTLY FRENCH"
rules
l)t,rothy I.amour, Don Amedie
Sun. & Mon., Apr. 17-18
Sat. through Fri.
"A LETTER TO THREE
Edwards Authors Article
WIVES"
April 16 through April 22
"TAKE ME OUT TO THE
Jean Crain. Linda Darnell
Dr. Herbert Edwards of the EngBALL GAME"
Sun. Matinee 3:00-6:30-8 23
lish Department is the author of an
Esther
Williams.
Frank
article, "Henry Adams, Politican and
Tuesday. Apr. 19
Sinatra. Gene Kelly
"FLAXY MARTIN"
Statesman." appearing in the current
Virginia Mayo, Zachary Scott
issue of the New England Quarterly.
Also Comedies
6:30-8:19

Margaret Mollison
Attends Convention

Hamabe Impressions Sparkling
Says Hartgen On Gallery Show

Enrolled

AlFT

NE1V ENGLAND THEATRES, liw.

OPERA HOUSE

"Short or Tall ...
... Big o
all
JOHN
L
Fits 'ern all

BIJOU

PARK

Boyd & Noyes, Inc.
Jewelers
First t?ualitv Diamonds
Exclusively

1124N4:011

SUITS I;1„',,1 7; $39.95
TOPCOATS

1%lo'irUed

ALL WOOL GABARDINE
ALL WOOL COVERT

ql".50
$29.95

Towle Sterling Silver
All standard makes
of Watches
25 Hammond St., Bangor

JOHN PAU',

BANGOR

STUND Ii

Fri., Sat., Apr. 15, 16
"MAN FROM COLORADO—
"BODYGUARD"
Soil.. Mon., Tnea.
.April 1 7. 18. 19
"BLOOD ON THE MOON-RETURN OF OCTOBER—
Wed.. Thur•., Apr. 20, 21
"JUNGLE PATROL"

Wed. X Thur.— Apr. 20-21
Double Feature
Due to length feature bill In
•hov.tt at 6:30 and 8:06
"I/R1 MS'
. (F.C.)
Sahu, Valerie Hobson.
Raymond Ma,,c7.•
Plus
"FOUR FEATIIERS—
F.0 (Technkoh r)
June Duprez. Sir Aar( y Smith
John Clement
6:30-8:06

I ijou and Opera House operate ntinuously from 1:30 to 11 o'clock
Matinee Prices: 350 to 5 o'clock

I

I
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Under New Management
With the advent of spring, changes of all sorts are usually in
evidence. The trees take on leaves, middle-aged gentlemen take on
weight, and the Campus takes on a new editor. Then the editorial
office gets its yearly cleaning, and events settle back into their normal
pattern. It happens every year. The same thing. The coming of a
new editor is as punctual as the heralded approach of the first
groundhog.
But there is a group of people who are vitally important to a
newspaper and its healthful existence who do not appear with such
well timed punctuality. This group is the reporters. Each year, at
the time of the editorial change, there occurs a reportorial vacuum.
Former reporters become editors of various sorts, with the result
that there is no one left to write the news. The Campus is now
facing that situation. The seniors are graduating, the juniors are
moving up the ladder, and there is a decided lack of sophomores and
freshmen coming up.
Many new faces are needed in all departments, especially the
editorial phases. This is a universal appeal. Any and all are invited.
In fact. this is more than an appeal. It is a friendly plea. Answer it.
It is an enjoyable activity, and your services will be sincerely apprecialcd.

Letters To The Editor
There has been a lot of talk in the past about the Campus and
its good and bad points. We know there are people who have suggestions. constructive or otherwise, and we hope that there are people
who just out and out like the paper. We also hope that all those who
have comments on anything from the condition of woodworms in
the spring to the good or bad condition of this paper will write
letters to the editor.
All this noise has been made before. and undoubtedly the tune
is familiar, but we really want letters, good. bad, or indifferent.

The Maine Day Spirit
Maine Day is scheduled for May 11. which is a little better than
three weeks away. Project cards are being issued this week, and it
is imperative that they be returned to committee chairmen, who will
make out the assignments, as soon as possible. This day has also
been designated as PreAdent's day, in recognition of President
Hauck's fifteen years of service to the University.
The object of this year's Maine Day. in addition to a general
spring campus cleaning, is to plant a thousand trees and shrubs. A
lot of help is needed, and besides that you get a day off from classes.
so let's all turn out.
—LARRY PINKHAM
It's still a mystery why the administration planned a new building to be constructed directly in front of the pattern shop. Are there
patterns in there so secret that they want them to remain hidden?
• * * * * *
The only solution to ease the problem of many frustrated Americans today is a telephone in every automobile. It is with great apprehcrsion and the constant fear that we may be passing up a million
dollar jackpot that Americans leave their radios long enough to
enjoy( ?') an evening out now-a-days.
Larry Pinkham
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Keep Off the Grass
Says Committee

/\

To the Editor: Our campus at the
University of Maine is beautiful and
we are proud of it. At this time of
year it is particularly noticeable with
the leaves breaking out and the grass
springing up. But, consider the
chances of a blade of grass with approximately 4,000 pairs of feet constantly walking on it. and then consider the chances of a blade that is
spared that destiny.
It doesn't take a knowledge of a
slide rule to figure out what is going
to give the grass a chalice to grow.
so let's give it a break.
—Citizenship committee,
General Senate
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SCOTCH AND SODA

He Loves 'County',
Snarls At Marilyn

by Biff Shalek
I challenge you students of the class
of '52 to take complete advantage of
the opportunity that Maine offers you.
College is not one beer bottle placed
atop another. Neither is it one word
placed atop another. It's not cheers,
rallys. Saturday night dates, Sunday
night headaches, or Monday morning's
sulphurcoated tongue. It's not Ink,
sweat, and fears—of finals. It's not
houseparties antl nuts behind shiny
1949 wheels. It's not pins, rings, formal frocks, or kissing in the outer
lobby only please.
It's not bonfires or barbershop sings.
It's not calculated like a moneymad
sliderule, nor romantic like a barefooted leap in the grass.
It's a bunch of scared high school
kids, who are bewildered the first

year, put on a big front the second
year, become bewildered their third
year, and scared their fourth year.
Some grow to their social responsibilities, some ignore them, anti others
never heard of them. The college graduates many pseudo-intellects whose
pursuit of happiness is in utter disregard of either their own Life and
Liberty—or that of others.
I'm not asking, but telling you that
unless you make a sincere effort to dig
out of college all that you possibly
can, your graduation in the year 1952
will be a sorry one indeed.
Being a college graduate doesn't
necessarily mean a better position.
Maybe it means doing a better job at
what you've always been doing.
Herewith ends Scotch and Soda.

I PETTICOAT ANGLES

I

by Marilyn Wyman
The psychology department has
brought forth a method of making it
possible for everyone to achieve a 4.0
average without the moral corruption
of obtaining exams before prelims.
Some few weeks ago a demonstration
was held where the powers of remote
control by hypnotism were displayed.
The results are both distinctive and
endless.
With the advent of spring, many
students fall prey to the devilish
temptation of cutting classes. A few
tender words by a hypnotist and the
registrar could abolish absence records.
The same control would result in the
student's ability to remember every
lecture and lesson. Perhaps the professors could remember that a bell rings
at the end of an hour....
But the powers of hypnotism would
not be necessarily confined to scholar-

ship. Freshman Week could be a time
of mass hypnotism and then proctors,
housemothers, and deans would be
abolished since no one would be
breaking rules....
In athletics our players would be
undefeated. Hypnotism would pull the
Maine boys to the goal posts or home
plate. We might even hypnotize the
other team into thinking they were on
our side.
Last but not least, the troubles besetting a Campus editor would clear
away. Reporters, under the influence
of hypnosis, would never miss a deadline, their copy would be error-free,
and rewrites would be unnecessary.
Yes, the powers of post-hypnotic
suggestion would greatly alter the
character of the University. No more
complaints, arguments, or investigations.

Yes ... I'm going up to the County.
And I'm going to give a spine-chilling
war whoop when I cross the County
line, too. Why? Because I'm going
home... Madawaska, to be exact.
Situated? If you ever go "lion top"
Fort Kent, go "hon top" a little further, about 30 or 40 acres as some old
Acadian might tell you, and there you
are—right in the centre of the St.
John Valley, one of the most scenic
spots in Maine, and that is not just
Aroostook County.... Drive along the
St. John River just about sunset toward Fort Kent. and you will see
what we're boasting about, Miss
Right where the river splits, an
island is formed. In the background
you can see the massive orange brick
church of St. Hilaire, and beyond that
are the forest-covered hills that rise to
form the sides of the valley. And if
you go beyond those hills, which I
doubt a certain coed has done, to St.
Francis, and south in the direction of
Ashland, you will see what is done
with that forest. They cut it. Miss
Hoyt. and it is floated down the river
to pulp and paper mills
3tnd incidentally, if you ever travel north of
Fort Fairfield, Benedict, make it a
point to visit the paper mill at Madawaska ... the largest of its kind in the
world. Of course you wouldn't consider that an industry, would you?
Yes, the roads are bad, the snow is
melting, and in places it might look a
little desolate to people who are just
looking for greener pastures, but remember that you have a place to
sleep, and you are eating well, and
there's always being able to find a car
and enough do-re-mi to visit the more
commercial entertainment spots. Then
... think of the potato
think it over.
fields row by row that are sending
you to college. In the meantime ,pin
a potato bug on that woman.
—"BEAVER" STEWART

Faculty Facts
Professor J. Howard Waring, head
of the Department of Horticulture, is
Fred Waring's uncle.
Professor Waring sings tenor in the
Orono Methodist Church but does not
insist that Fred and he are equally
endowed with musical talent.
It seems that President Hauck was
Prof. Spofford H. Kimball's teacher
in high school in Dayton, Ohio, sonic
time hack in the teens. It was a "progressive type" high school, and those
who are interested in educational
methods may draw conclusions if they
w ish.
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FactsThelson Takes Grid Candidates Outdoors
MURPHY

Record Turnout
Practices On
Fundamentals

Now under new management, this
corner will attempt to carry on among
the tlora and fauna oi the sports world
in the footsteps of the inestimable
Jcrry Rogovin.
Be:o• Facts will contain uncanny
predictions and astounding facts comCoach Dave Nelson took his record
pletely beyond the ken of sports authorcrop of spring football candidates outities. With no more fanfare, let us
doors yesterday for the first time.
delve into the sports picture at the
University.
More than 70 men have been working out under Nelson and his assisMaine will be host to two Yankee
Conference meets this year, one in
tant Westerman since last Monday
night. The spring drills will last
track and the other in golf. The
Conference track nicet, Maine's
four weeks and will be climaxed by
a game-condition scrimmage.
performance this spring,
only
should pro‘ide plenty of action for
The Bears have been practicing in
track fans.
the field house at night in order not
to interfere with track and baseball.
Originally Maine was scheduled to
Despite the confinement to this inbe the site of the Conference tennis
door practicing, Coach Nelson has
matches but they were shifted to the
been working the boys hard in attempt
University of New Hampshire at Durto lay the groundwork for his "Michiham. Instead the golf matches will be
gan" style of ball.
held May 6 on the PVCC course. The
cindermen will compete May 7 for
Among the linemen who reported
conference laurels.
for the sessions was Lou Oddi, a letterman at tackle two years ago. Lou
More Yankee Conference news lies
in the recent report from the University
did not play last season. Harry Marof 'Vermont that Maine will be on its
den, a transfer student from Colby
1949-50 basketball schedule.
where he played halfback in 1947,
also
turned up in uniform.
Spring football, which got under
PITCHERS—These four pitchers, along with Vic 'Woodbrey and Dick Preble, may see action on the mound
way last Monday, may interfere with
The
workouts thus far have been
against Bowdoin in Saturday's exhibition tilt at Brunswick. Left to right, they are Ernie Martikainen, Marty
Bill Kenyon's baseball practices to
confined to blackboard talks and work
Dow. Phil Archibald, and Marvin Dow.
some extent. Ken,on has been ofon fundamentals. Uniforms have been
fered the choice of losing either
issued and contact work has already
right or center field to the football
been started.
drills. Let's hope that goal post.
Nelson, former backfield coach at
won't be erected in his infield.
Harvard, is installing an entirely new
This situation will not exist when
system at Maine this year. The "T"
the new baseball diamond will be addformation familiar to Maine fans in
Coach Rome Rankin, Maine's new
ed to the athletic plant. Situated north
Maine's outdoor track squad may Eck Allen's teams will be replaced
of the present playing field, the new basketball mentor, evidently believes
expect the enjoyment of a fine spring by a single wing style of attack which
layout needs only to have the outfield that plenty of hard work on fundaseason this year similar to that of the was first used at Michigan.
With only two days remaining h
seeded.
The Black Bears have a flock of
mentals and drills is essential for a fore the seasonal curtain-raiser be- indoor team from all indications.
Rumor has it that the veteran basetween the two clubs. neither Coach
Coach Chester Jenkins' men have lettermen returning from last year's
good basketball team. For the last
ball coach will not be back next year.
Bill Kenyon of Maine nor Danny Mac- been working out since before vaca- squad which tied with Bates and BowAlso that Milo (Mike) bide will be month. Rankin has been working lard Fayden. Polar Bear mentor, has been tion, but the workouts have become doin for the state series title. Rabbit
the new baseball mentor, replacing the with hi3 hopauls and now appears able to decide on a definite starting steadier since Apr. 5, the start of Dombkow ski, Bus Sproul, and Jack
satisfied with the results.
Krpyon.
nine. Bowdoin has sixteen lettermen classes after the recess.
Zollo all will graduate this spring but
Rankin started working at first with returning, but only first sacker Don
'till along the baseball front.
Only two men who participated in they are the only losses.
tK000dol-lie outfielders are still stag- the freshman and sophomore candi- Reimer seems certain of a job.
During the month-long drills, Nelthe indoor sport will be missing from
gering from last week's turn of dates. but now is concentrating on the
Competition for every position on the outdoor team. Joe Pruett, who son hopes to bring his team up to the
es rots. When they reported for juniors. He hopes to get some of the the Pale Blue
squad has been keen scored well in the dashes and the organizational level of the opponents.
practice after vacation. a list was basic principles of his style of play thus far, and it is expected
that Coach hurdles is one, and weight man Gerry To do this he plans plenty of hard
:dread, posted of the chosen few. installed before the team comes out Kenyon will insert
work for the grid candidates.
as many of his Alden is the other.
Coach Bill Kenyon says that it is next fall.
Spring football for freshmen at the
hopefuls as possible into the game in
Maine meets Boston College, at Bosnot a cut but merely a segregation
This week Rankin has been work- order to see how they will stand
up ton. Apr. 23, in the first dual meet. Brunswick Annex was ended after a
to allow hint to work on a club for ing with a mixed group which includes under fire.
single workout. A heavy rain which
and New Hampshire is the second foe.
Saturda"'s exhibition with Bowdoin Charlie Goddard, Lowell Osgood,
flooded
the Brunswick field plus schoAs things stand now, either last Only the Yankee Conference Meet will
at Brunswick. Many a ball player Fran McCormack. Jol y Leathers,
lastic
complication
s brought about this
year's regular. Roy Dieffenbach, or be held here.
could ha% e his desire to play snuffed "Lefty" Homans, Ralph Jewett, Larry
curtailment.
newcomer Dick Bouchard will cover
State teams are not expected to
Mahaney. "Red" Norwood. and John
out by such an action.
first for the Kenyonmen while both
measure
up to the Maine strength. c
Cervone.
Did you know that two years ago
Norton Sawyer and Jim DeLois have
Bowdoin
has the best team of the
the University ski team had an opporOther men have been working out, looked good around the keystone sack.
other three, but its exact power is untunity to ski in the Italian Alps for a but now have left to compete in other
Reggie Lord appears to be the best
known at this time. The Polar Bear
month with all expenses paid. After spring sports.
bet to land the shortstop berth, and
indoor
team was good, but no informatheir second-place showing at the !SU
Rankin plans to continue the work- Lowell Osgood is expected to retain
Coach Charley Emery's varsity
tion is available concerning men who
meet at McGill University in Montreal outs as long as students desire
golfers have formally entered into hard
to his hot corner post. Other infielders
are returning.
that winter, a group of Canadian practice.
practice to repeat their state links win
who have shown up well during resportsmen offered to sponsor such a
Bates will provide competition in of 1948.
cent practice sessions are Morse at
trip.
Despite the absence of New Engsecond. Leach and Hall at second, the distance runs, but the Bobcats
The baseball team is praying for betand third base aspirants Gray and still lack balance. Colby's squad will land champion Gene McNabb, who is
ter weather this spring than last. ln
be well-represented in the dashes, but now enrolled at Bowdoin,
Plummer.
for whom
1948, only two of the baseball games '
the
remainder of the squad is not he will compete, the squad
Ed Woodbrey, who played almost
promises
were played on schedule.
known yet.
to be better than a season ago.
Tennis Coach G. William Small has every infield position at one time or
According to Bill Cunningham in
Bowdoin is the defending state outPractice opened a week ago at the
announced that tryouts for positions another last season, has turned out116. lloo-ton Herald. the Red Sox
on the J.V. and varsity tennis teams fielder for the coming campaign, and it door track champion. Maine took sec- Penobscot Valley Country Club. The
rookie worry. form. r 1 conn star will be held this week and next.
is likely he and veteran Joe Nickless ond in 1948 and Bates finished third. 1949 varsity edition has been bolstered
alt Drops,. should he called Drop.
by the return of veterans Andy BunAll tennis men who desire to chal- will be holding down two of garden
po.
posts
Saturday.
ker.
large
A
number
of
Joe Gordon. Dick Smith. Bob
Next winter's indoor track senson I lenge for a position on the squad should outfielders have been retained on the ,
With intramural volleyball, tenU'ebber.
and W. Wilson.
should prove to be as good as last see either Coach Small, manager Wal- squad, and all of them are possibilities
nis. and softball yet to be played.
Ten
engagements
are listed on the
year's. New Hampshire. Springfield, ter Allen at Sigma Nu, or Ted Curtis. for the other outfield spot.
the battle for fraternity all-point
varsity schedule. Four of them will
court
The
club
journey
will
south
Boston University. and Northeastern
leadership has been narrowed
From all indications, Kenyon will
be played on the home course. Inill all appear here at Orono. Tufts Wednesday„Apr. 20, to play matches have to depend on Phil Archibald,
down to two houses—Kappa
cluded
is the Yankee Conference
College Ins also been extended an in- in Boston. Kingston. and Storrs. They Dick Preble, and Vic Woodbrey to
Sigma and Phi Eta Kappa.
matches
May 6.
vitation to meet the Mack Bears here will return to the campus Sunday, Apr. carry most of the hurling burden.
The standings:
The team travels through southern
'4
Anyoue interested in writior - •
KS-277, PEK-247V2, PKSTurmelle. Davidson. and Cherneski
New England Apr. 21-23 to play BosThursday. Apr. 21, they meet Bos- are still in the running for the backsporiA 11CW% will be Mt I
fl with
218, PMD-197, SN-1761/s,SAE
ton University, Rhode island State.
open arms at the Cam
—162. SC-156, PGD-15.3V3, and Connecticut, in that order.
office. ton University. Rhode Island is the stop position with Turmelle, former
There is current Is a dearth in sports Friday opponent followed by Connecti- Annex receiver, looked on as the man
ATO-142Y3, TC-130, BTPThe complete schedule after the New
cut on Saturday.
reporters. Men who 'is(.111(1 be is
130, TEP-115. DTD-115, LCA
most likely to start on Saturday.
England trip calls for home matches
to stork both this spring and
According to Coach Small. all
—111. SPE-80, AGR-7131/
Saturday's game will be played on
3,
May 6 for the Conference, the next
nest s ear %mold lie heralded Nith three teams will play return matches the Bowdoin diamond starting at 2
T KE-70.
day with Bates, and a May 11 meeting
fanf..r• .
at Orie-o later in the season.
o'clock.
with Colby.

Hoop Hopefuls Kenyon's Men Trackmen Dri!I
Hard At Work Face Bowdoin For Eagle Test
In Practice Tilt

ampus Needs
Facilities For Golf

Small Gives Tryouts
For Tennis Squads

Orono, Mai
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Civier Picture 'Finley Conducts
To Be Shown By Counsel Survey[
Campus Club Of Departments
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While Mistress Spring has been way- formed into a typical Bowery Saloon.
jug
her green wand, the frats and complete to the last detail, and throughThe newly-formed Shakespeare
A survey of methods of student
Donald J. Shank. Vice President of
dorms
are shaking the dust out of their out the evening, three able bartenders,
Club. directed by Dr.
. G. William counseling in the different departments
the
ofob
Prince, Larry
rugs, and launching a fresh whirl
BI
Jenkins, and"
.e
. Institute of International EducaSmall, will sponsor a showing of of the University is being
tion, has announced that a government
conducted parties and dances.
roy" supplied the refreshments.
Laurence Olivier's production of Wilprogram to bring students from former
by Merle Finley, a graduate student,
Phi Mu Delta and guests strolled
At intermission, Dick Dennison and
liam Shakespeare's "As You Like It"
enemy countries to the United States
this afternoon and evening in 15 Co- under the direction of Dr. John R. the gangplank to a shipwreck party Phil Stackpole played piano duets, to continue their education will
get
burn Hall. Coupled with a short Crawford, director of the Bureau of Friday night. Pirates, bathing beauties, and Gay Nineties songs were rendered under way immediately.
subject picture, the famous drama Research and Service of the School of towel-draped figures, and other sea- by SAE's barbershop quartette. Dan
Funds have been set aside by Conweedish looking characters, were Brady, Loss Litchfield, Roy Dieffenm ill be shown at 2, 4, 6:30. and 8:30 Education.
gress
to assist nationals of Germany,
bach,
"wrecked"
and
by
Bill
an
evening
Mann. Music was by
of dancing
Following interviews with faculty
o'clock. The price of admission will
Japan, and Austria to study in this
and
Don
McKinnon
gambling.
and
his
Five
Bowery
and
administration
members, certain
be 50 cents.
country.
A prize for winning the most money Brewers. Dr. and Mrs. Robert M.
At a meeting of the club, officers students will be asked for opinions on
Under the present plan, the stuYork
were chaperons.
elected for the remainder of the school counseling before any decision to was awarded to gamblers Raema
dents
will study here for a year, reSouth Estabrooke came forth with
Shults and Bob Leiper, with Jose and
year were: Sydney Shapiro. president; change the present system is made.
turning
to their homelands at the end
Don Hays running a close second. a "vic" dance Saturday. The downJean Burnell, vice president; Harriet
of
that
time. They will be screened
Chaperons
stairs
dining
were
room
Mr.
and
Suarez.
Mrs.
was decorated with
Elwell. secretary; and Beth Lee Jul Intimate Recital Series
for academic qualifications by civilian
an
Easter
theme
of
yellow
and
purple.
"The Bowery, the Bowery, I'll never
kins, treasurer.
The "Intimate Recital" series con- go there anymore." Times have Ping pong and card games were played selection committees in each country,
According to Shapiro, the organizaand for political affiliations by Military
tinued Sunday afternoon with the changed, for over four hundred Sig in the adjoining rec room.
tion will hold regular meetings to read
Government officials.
fourth program.
Alpha and guests attended SAE's
Over fifty couples attended an inand discuss the works of Shakespeare.
Shank emphasized that these stuThe following students participated Twelfth Annual Bowery Brawl last formal vic dance at Sigma Nu SaturPlans are also being made to bring
dents will not replace Americans in
in
the
presentation:
day
Friday
night.
evening.
While
The
house
refreshments
was
transwere
other films of Shakespeare's plays to
being served, "Chuck" Loranger and college. They will receive scholarships
Elizabeth Johnston, Richard Foster,•
the campus.
a Norm Anderson teamed up on a couple specifically set aside for foreign naEvan Johnson, John Godsoe, Oscar
of vocals. as "Derek" Benn mistified tionals.
1.700 Maine men served in World Davis, Robert Ordway, David SimonIf the program proves to
a sucthe audience with tricks of magic.
War One.
ton, and Gerald Haynes.
cess, it is expected that it will be con
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Suarez and
tinued for a number of years.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Baier acted
as chaperons at Theta Chi's Nautical
•
party last Saturday.
Married: Itosemund Cook, East
for the
Hall; to Bob Becker, Theta Chi.
MAIN STREET
BANGOR, MAINE
Engaged: Polly Clay, Lincoln; to
University tuition scholarships will
Miss
Headquarters
Vaughn Lowell, Dunn Hall.
be awarded to 17 secondary school
and
Pinned : Mararet Harrington, Ban- seniors throughout the state this year
FOR ARROW PRODUCTS
gor; to Ernie Lowell, Sigma Nu. as a result of competitive examinaABSIMEEMEEMVVIMELSP
Irene Brown, Southwest Harbor; to tions to be given May 7, Dr. J. R.
Eddie Bowden, Sigma N. Mary Crawford, professor of education
and
White, Balentine Hall; to Dave New- director of the contest announced this
.
U
ton,. Phi Kappa Sigma. Kay Kenne- week.
dy, Balentine Hall: to Joe Nickless,
Each award will have the value of
5 Hammond St.
Bangor
Phi Mu Delta. Dottie Butler, Colvin: one full academic-year's tuition.'
They
irs Marsden, Sigma Chi.
5:
xvill be awarded in the 1949 fall semes• ter and will be renewed for the spring
semester if the student's work in tl:(
What is "Fenway"?
, fall semester is satisfactory.
The examinations will be given in
:
::: ,-..
A Name of a Boston ball
six district centers throughout th.'
park . . . also one of Arrow's
, state. Applications must be submitted
, before April 20. Application blank:
famous button-down oxfords.
!
may be obtained from high school
II:
academy principals.
411.
:•
•
ii
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Q. what is "Sussex"?
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Name of a British county
... also Arrow's famous widespread collar oxford shirt.
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58 Columbia St., Bangor
MIXMASTERS
CLEANSERS
CEMENT
FANS
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31-37 MILL

HARDWARE
& VARIETY

SPRAYERS —
LOCKSETS
SCALES ST., GRONO, MAINE TOYS

EASTER CARDS

by Winston Churchill
6.00

also Brockly is Arrow's regular
collar oxford shirt.

ARROW
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FISHING AND CAMPING SUPPLIES
SPECIAL PRICES FOR
SCHOOLS AND CLUBS

FOR ARROW SHIRTS
TIES • SPORTSWEAR • UNDERWEAR

A.J. Goldsmith

Bryant Boss Co.
115 Center St.
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—They'll Appreciate It

Ask your Arrow dealer for Arrow Gordon Oxfords ... $3.95
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Don't Forget To Send
One Home To The Folks

A. Broccoli is a vegetable...

10 No. Main St.
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Betts Booksion,

Old Town, Me.
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and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.
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Easter Issue
George Darveau Spends 46 Years Looking Down Easter Worship
Of Pine Neede On Public; Holds Record For Clipping Students Services Begin
Due This Week
Friday, April 15
a
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BY \\*WW1 BIGELow

The Easter issue of the Pine Needle
‘Nhich will be ready for distribution
next week will feature an article about
the coed chosen by the editors to
represent the University in the Miss
American Coed contest sponsored by
/varieties magazine.
Also featured is an article on the
55-inner of the "Pin Down the Pin
Ups" contest conducted in the last
issue.
In the fashion department, editors
Priscilla Nason and Vera Edfors have
done a story on six girls from Colvin
Hall whose pictures accompany the
article.
The new editorial board of the
Need/c. comprised of Jerry Tabor,
Russ Meade, and Sid Folsom, has announced that the latest issue of the
magazine is the best of the current
year.
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Although George Darveau is
friendly guy, "looking down on the
public" is a main function of his daily
task. He's the head barber at the University Bookstore.
George, the veteran of the tonsorial
trade here on campus, has been clipping
and trimming the hair of students for
the past fifteen years, and he says that
he will continue to do so as long as
he is able.
A veteran of 46 years of barbering,
George began his stay at the University in a two-chair shop located in the
basement of Coburn Hall. Later the

shop was moved into Fernald Hall
where George ran it for the Bookstore.
Inasmuch as lie has spent fifteen
years here, this very amiable gentleman has seen many changes and has
seen students come and go. At times,
such as homecoming, old customers
often drop in to have a trim and a conversation.
George said that several years ago.
freshmen would come in to have their
hair fixed after they had been clipped
by the upperclassmen, but that practise
has since been abandoned.
"Once before the war two students
came in one time and since we were

busy, I asked them kiddingly if they
wanted to do their own hair and save
time. They took me up on it and
when they had finished, they'd clipped
each other bald," he said smiling.
Otherwise, business has been routine
and without serious incident.
George said men here usually do
their own shaving and for the most
part, shaving business is pretty light.
George takes pride in promptness.
"I don't believe I've been late snore
than two days since I've been here,"
he said.
Asked about his future plans, George
said, "As long as I can do a good
job and satisfy the boys„ I'll stay here.

Annual Easter Services at the University will start Friday at 4:45 p.m.
in the Little Theatre with Dr. Milton
NfcGorrill, pastor of the Church of
Universal Fellowship, Orono, as the
principal speaker. Organ music will
be played by Norman Barnes.
In addition to Sunday services, a
special sunrise service will be held
Easter morning at 5:15 a.m. on the
steps of the library, or in case of rain
in the Louis Oakes room.
Ethel Mae Scammon will be the
student speaker. There will be trumpet
music and songs by an a cappella choir

An Amazing Offer by

HOLIDAY
Pipe Mixture
The pipe that every smoker wants—DANA,the
modern pipe, with brightly polished aluminum shank and genuine imported briar bowl.

Only

50e
itli inside wrappers
from 12 pocket tins of
i'ClIDAT PIPE MIXTURE

yo*"'

Sales & Service

iZvitei Juniors —
create A Stir
In Iridescent Shantung

1uv.

sire 12 MCVAY wrappers
Gel your DANA PIPE
St ad to
NOLICAY. Copt. CN, Richmond, VifZi311
.hine

16 Middle St.
Orono, Me,
Dial 345
Leorge L Hashey
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Van Heusen dealers in Bangor

THE ALLAN-LEWIS Co.
181 Exchange Si.
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bold colors... bold collar...
bold collegian!

angor
Alt

Four"
COOL CASUAL

chill

Headline
The I an Heusen
VAN BOLD
in II springtime
shades and white.
$3.95

It work

Id War

your junior

figure

in fashion-new iridescent rayon
shantung! Cucumber cool...
picture pretty ... this one-piece
dress has a beautifully unruffled,
on-into-summer point of view!
Junior sizes 9 to 1 5.

•Bank

$10.95

I.

POCKET EDITION
It's smart, it's daring, it's boldly handsome—the new
Van Bold shirt in eleven campus-acclaimed colors and white!
Van Bold has just what you asked for this spring —
wide-spread collar ... new half-inch stitching ... extra
wide center pleat ... French or single cuffs. And of course,
Van Heusen magic sewmanship, tug-proof buttons, and
laboratory-tested fabrics. A new shirtfree ifyour Van Heusen
shrink out of size! Other Van Heusen shirts $2.95 and up.
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Vanth,Heusen
world's smartest

To be seen everywhere:
iridescent rayon shantung,
squarely pocketing its fashion
importance ... you, looking your
prettiest now and through balmy
days to come.
Junior sizes 9 to 15.

Ii

$12.95
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other Carole King Juniors from $8.95
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University Calendar
THURSDAY, APRIL 1
2, 4, 6:30, and 8:30 p..—" s
You Like It," film 15 lohurn 11 ,ill.
3:45 p.m.—Record Concert, 101
Carnegie Hall.
4 p.m.—Women's Forum, North
Estabrooke.
6:30 p.m.—Bradford Washburn,
sponsored by Geology Club, speaks at
Little Theatre.
7 p.m.—Tumbling Club, Women's
Gym.
7:15 p.m.—Glee Club rehearsal,
Carnegie Foyer.
7:30 p.m.—Institute of Radio Engineers elects officers, 26 Lord Hall.
7:30 p.m.—Chemical Engineering
Club elects officers, 362 Aubert Hall.
7:30 p.m.—American Institute of
Electrical Engineers elects officers, 26
Lord Hall.
8 p.m.—Mr. R. G. Slauer speaks to
joint meeting of IRE and AIEE, 26
Lord Hall.
FRIDAY, APRIL 15
3:45 p.m.—Record Concert, 101
Carnegie Hall.
4:45 p.m.—Easter Services start—
Little Theatre.
7 p.m.—Bridge and Chess Clubs,
MCA Building.

8 p.m.—Black Dragon Party, Sigma Chi.
SATURDAY, APRIL 16
5 p.m.—Campus banquet, North
Estabrooke.
SUNDAY, APRIL 17
5:15 a.m.—Easter Sunrise Services
—Library.
11 a.m.—Sunday morning services,
Little Theatre.
7 p.m.—Koinonia meets at MCA.
TUESDAY, APRIL 19
9:45 a.m.—Assembly at Mem. Gym
—Bangor Symphony.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20
7 a.m.—Wednesday morning Fellowship, MCA.
3:45 p.m.—MCA Cabinet meeting
—MCA.
6:45 p.m.—Conservative Fellowship, MCA.

Room Shortage Survey Conducted By Campus
Expected Here Concerning Bookstore Edition
(Continued from Page One)
Before any room request can be considered, a room reservation deposit
of $25 must be made with the University Treasury Department before
June 4, 1949.
Students with credit balances with
the University will not be given credit
for having a room deposit unless they
instruct the Treasury Department to
reserve the $25 as a room deposit.
Room requests will not be considered
without the deposit.
Any married student who would
like a dormitory room for a limited
time, must specify the length of time
he desires the room, in a letter accompanying his request.

Bernard Bouchard '50, A.T.O.
"It's a fine piece of art."
David Nichols '50, Trailer Colony.
"I think it was a good thing. It answered a lot of questions that people
have been asking
George Staten '49, Off-Campus.
"It is more or less a belated explanation and an attempt at justification of
the store's high prices."
Selma Gafin '51, Off-Campus.
"I think it is an excellent accounting
of the bookstore's receipts and expenditures."
Jeannette Smith .49. Off-Campus.
"In my estimation it seems that the
bookstore has turned a lot of its profits
hack into school activities."

a

Turn In Project Cards

OLD HOME BREAD"
The Bread with the old style flavor

Nissen's Bakery Products

••••••••

Fordliam Initersit)

NEW SPRING CASUALS

SCHOOL OF LAW

i

( REASONABLY PRICED, TOO!)

NEW YORK

EXPERT

Three-Year Day Course
Four-Year Evening Course

SHOE REPAIRING

CO EDUCATIONAL
Member Assn. of American
Law Schools
Matriculants must be College graduates and present full transcript of
College record.
CLASSES BEGIN SEPT. 26, 1949

Palmer Shoe Mfg. &
Repairing Co.
Parcel post work
receives prompt
attention

SLACKS
BLOUSES

•—A
-,•;;;;'

For further information address

Registrar Fordham University
School of Law

35 Central St.. Bangor. Me.
a.

in Han,uor, visit the

New Atlantic Restaurant
for finest in service, food, and atmosphere
Bangor I
66 Main St.
a

•

1111,1,S01 ACHIEVEMEAT MARV
For the week of April 11, 1949

To

LARRY FENNEL
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
In recognition of the part he played in making the SAE
annual "Bowery Brawl" an outstanding success.

The recipient of this award is entitled to
$2.00 PERSONAL CLE 4NING SERVICE
ABSOLUTELY FREE

HILLSON CLEANERS
18 Mill

Street

Or0110

647

SLACKS
Glen plaids, gabardines, spun rayons, flannels
... a super assortment of sizes, styles, and
colors. All new.
... all nicely tailored! Sizes
10 to 20.

5.00 to 12.98

GIVE HER A PORTRAIT
for

Smart creations by Joan Kenley and Textron ... Typi, al tailored types...
plunging neckline styles ... and those with dainty lace trim.. White. pastel-.
and vivid shades. Sizes 32 to 44.

3.00 to 10.95

Ted Newhall
Photographer
Bank Building

Tel Orono 8171
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SIMON SKI.AR

The Campus supplement dealing with
the University Store Company drew
favorable comment from the majority
of readers while a diehard minority
still questions the validity of the figures presented.
The general consensus seems to be
that the supplement was a step in the
right direction and went a long way
toward answering the criticism that
has been directed at the Bookstore.
Following are a few typical comments:
Tom Conners '51, A.T.O.
"It's interesting to know where all
the bookstore receipts go, a question
that a lot of people have been asking."

Project assignment cards should be
returned to dorm proctor, frat presiJoe Murray, Jr., chairman of the dent, or house president before April
mayoralty committee, can be reached 18.
•
through Bob Worrick's office, 207 Library.
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